
 
 

   
 

   

 

 

 

Birdstep Technology and Nomasis AG announce partnership 

(Oslo, January 11, 2009) Nomasis AG to resell SafeMove Mobile VPN software solution in 
Switzerland 

Birdstep Technology, a leading provider of wireless connectivity and security software, today 
announced a partnership with Nomasis AG, a specialist provider of security solutions for the mobile 
enterprise. Nomasis will begin to market SafeMove Mobile VPN to enterprises and government 
organisations in Switzerland with immediate effect. 

SafeMove Mobile VPN addresses the security and connectivity issues associated with getting 
connected to and moving between fixed and wireless networks. Security is a key issue for many 
organisations who want to improve the productivity and responsiveness of their workers by providing 
them with ability to connect to the growing number of wireless networks. Robust authentication and a 
securely encrypted end-to-end VPN allow them to embrace this new wave of mobility whilst not 
compromising the security of their network or confidential data.  

However, many projects still fail to deliver the anticipated benefits because users struggle with the 
complexity of the available networking options, because their application sessions crash if connectivity 
is lost or because high data roaming costs impact the cost-effectiveness of the overall solution. 
SafeMove’s ground-breaking Mobile IP technology allows for seamless roaming between wireless 
networks, VPN and application sessions survive gaps in connectivity and communications costs are 
kept to a minimum through intelligent selection of Wi-Fi / WLAN over 3G / 2.5G networks. 

“We are delighted to announce this partnership with Nomasis”, commented Tim Carter, VP 
International Sales for Birdstep. “SafeMove Mobile VPN is closely aligned to Nomasis’ position as a 
specialist supplier of mobile security solutions in Switzerland. SafeMove will be of particular interest to 
Nomasis’ customers in the government and financial sectors who value the benefits of mobility but 
need strong end-to-end security.” 

“This partnership with Birdstep is a natural extension of our current product set”, added Philipp Klomp, 
Managing Director of Nomasis. “Our customers view Mobile VPN as a critical component of a 
comprehensive infrastructure to secure and support mobile workers so we are happy to be expanding 
in this direction. Of special interest is SafeMove’s ability to provide seamless roaming and session 
persistence – the holy grail of a successful VoIP solution where multiple wireless networks are used.” 

 
For further information, please contact: 
 
Tim Carter 
VP International Sales, Birdstep Technology 
+44 7899 790281 
Tim.Carter@birdstep.com 
 
Torbjörn Sandberg 
CEO and President of Birdstep Technology ASA 
+46 70 5170964 
Torbjorn.Sandberg@birdstep.com 
 
 
 
About Birdstep  

Birdstep Technology ASA is a leading provider of secure and seamless wireless connectivity software 
for operators, enterprises and mobile device manufacturers. EasyConnect offers advanced connection 
and service management solutions for network operators and laptop manufacturers. SafeMove is a 
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mobile VPN solution providing seamless and secure connectivity to business data for corporations and 
governments. 

Birdstep Technology was founded in 1996 and is since 2002 listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange under 
the ticker “BIRD”. The company has 100 employees and is headquartered in Oslo, Norway, with 
competence centres in Sweden, Finland and the United States. For more information, visit 
www.birdstep.com. 

 

About Nomasis 

Nomasis is an IT system integrator and reseller headquartered near Zurich, Switzerland. The 
company is focusing on securing mobile data and devices. Nomasis offers mobile security solutions 
for laptops and smartphones as well as clientless and network security solutions. The company's 
services include consulting, integration and support. It was founded in 2004 and is privately held. For 
more information, visit www.nomasis.ch. 
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